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About This Game

Gunpowder diplomacy in a city primed to explode! You're a shapeshifting android created to infiltrate the enemy. Steal, lie, and
persuade your way to success. Can you save a people on the brink of war?

"Machinations: Fog of War" is a 150,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Chris Conley, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Explore a 150,000-word tale of deception, intrigue and betrayal in an age of gunpowder and rapier duels.

 Embody a lifelike automata with the ability to study and mimic the appearance and behavior of anyone you meet.

 Develop your personal skills, accumulate an array of disguises, and cultivate contacts and allies.

 Navigate the hostile waters of diplomacy, scheming and plotting when everyone has their own motives.

 Decide who to trust and who to deceive.

 Serve your master faithfully, or break away and serve only yourself.
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I killed frog people. Hello friends! I just finished the original MAFIA 1 game. I found the game quite fun, even if i did run into
a couple bugs. The setting is in the 1930's America in a town called new heaven. Anyways, here is my pro\/con list.

NOTE: This review was done with no mods. This review is for the Steam version of MAFIA 1. This is a vanilla version.

PROs:

-Set in the 1930 era during the end of prohibition and when the mafia was very active.

-Great storyline featuring mafia thugs and mafia fights.

-There are also great looking cars in the game that look like they belong in that era.

CONs:

- No controller support in game. In order to use a controller, you need to use a third party program. I used keyboard and mouse
myself. I found no problems with them except the racing part of the game..

-No achievemetns. There is technically no achievements for this game, so achievement hunters will not like this. This fact does
not bother me, but i need to put it as a negative.

- Some bugs found in game.

- Original music and game has been dumbdowned due to licensing issues with music and such.

RECOMMENDED: I really enjoy games that take place in historical acurate era's. Although not fully accurante, i love the
1930's asthetics and cars in this game. Also, how the gangesters refer to a gun as a "Heater" or women as "Dame's".. The game
is boring after 12 minutes all you do is ram trains into other trains and run over random houses not my idea of a fun time.. This
is the review to read if you've played any of the Borderlands series.

TLDR: Good voice acting. Very good graphics. The weapons types are a fraction of BL's. No map. No mini-map. No compass.
No team mates information icons (health bars/status/money/potions). No stats, talents or leveling up. Short campain/high price.

Traveling along with your group, and you want to plan out where you've been; where you want to go; and where you might need
to backtrack? Maybe you want to mark important areas, traps, or doors. Well, here's hoping you have a Sheldon-like memory,
because there is NO MAP. And it can get maze-like sometimes.

But wait you say, just use the mini-map to help guide your group, and keep track of each other during travel and battle. Well
good luck with that too, because there is NOT EVEN A MINI-MAP.

So lets say you just want the bare bones directions to communicate with your group, like: "Hey guys, lets travel North a bit, and
then head East" or "Look out Jim, there's enemies to the South" or " Careful, there's a trap to the West". Nope, none of that is
possible because THERE IS NOT EVEN A COMPASS IN THE GAME.

Not even a ping.

So, let's say you and your group are somehow able to communicate and navigate without even a compass (in an exploration
game from the 1920s?????). At least you can keep an eye on each other's health; poitions; money; ammo and status during travel
and battles, right? Nope, your friend's status bars and health/condition/ammo all are invisibile to everyone. So there will be no
"Careful Jan, your close to dying" or "I see you have no health potions, you take that one" or "Your low on gold, you take the
next treasure".
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There are no talents, leveling or stats in the game. You may use aquired gold to purchase additional weapons if you survive till
the end of a mission, and these guns may (or may not) have 1-4 slots to place upgrade stones you find along the way, but that's it
as far as "leveling" goes. I got the gun I wanted, and the 3 gems I wanted, in about 6 hours, which means nothing more for me to
really work for.

Add in a cost of $50, and a campain that lasts 15 hours at best (BL had us playing for 100+ hours) and you have a hugely
disapointing game that has none of the basics in UI or information icons that have been standard in games like this for decades.
Wait for a 50-75% sale is my advice, and then you won't be so let down like we were.. Fantastic game , Beautiful graphic , Great
puzzles , No dizziness or motion sickness, What more can you say my best buy for VR this year worth every bit of cash.. A
devilishly clever test of wit. I highly recommend to anyone seeking to improve themselves while having a good time. I eagerly
await future offerings from this developer.
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Had more than \u00a312 worth of enjoyment out of this game. The reload mechanics and precision that you can achieve is
really well executed. Everyone who has come to have a go on the Vive has been really impressed by what is still a game mid
development.

The new maps and weapons are good fun - looking forward to seeing what will come next, if it happened to be nothing I
wouldn't feel cheated.

I really cant see why people are giving this bad reviews, just a really good zombie shooter, that can easily scare the cr*p out of
you.

My only complaint is the big mutant zombie on the first map but that is personal taste - I prefer a classic zombie.. I'm afraid I
can't recommend this product. As the author of Fatehaven seems to have missed the point of interactive novels, namely the part
where they're interactive. I will admit that I haven't finished the whole game, as I'm hoping to get a refund, but judging by the
first four chapters, the story flows more like a novel, and, to be fair, is well written and enjoyable. But that's undermined by the
fact that the 'decisions' you make in this story have little consequence outside of choosing the gender, sexuality and name of the
MC.

Otherwise, all choices lead to the same conclusion, with a little varying dialogue beng the only real difference between them.
Entire pages will pass by without a single decision at all during the "serious" moments of the story. Your characters personality
is also set in stone, with them constantly being a pervert (which can get kind of annoying) or automatically having certain
opinions on things.

But the biggest example of how linear this game this would have to be the inclusion of the "corruption" stat. As the name
implies, it determines how evil your character is, starting at zero, but steadily rising the more you kill people, or the more people
die. There's only one small problem, as listed above, none of your decisions matter, so the corruption stat will simply raise
automatically, independant of any choices you make. No really, mine rose from 0 to 20 during one of the earlier mentioned
moments where pages pass without there being any decisions from you.

Worse yet, is the illusion of free will they try to create in the game. For example, in battle, you have two choices, kill the
opponent with X, or kill the opponent with Y, that's it (Either choice raises your corruption level, btw). Why not have an option
to knock them out or restrain them? Especially if you're going to have this "corruption" stat be a part of the game, you could
have choosing a non-lethal option lower it instead of raise it. But no, that's too much interaction for this interactive novel.

Final verdict: 3.5\/10. \u041f\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u043d\u0434\u0438-\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430, \u0433\u0434\u0435
\u043d\u0430\u0440\u0438\u0441\u043e\u0432\u0430\u043d\u044b\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u0435\u0434\u043c\u0435\u0442\u044b \u0438 \u043c\u0435\u0445\u0430\u043d\u0438\u0437\u043c\u044b
\u043f\u0440\u0435\u043e\u0431\u0440\u0435\u0442\u0430\u044e\u0442
\u043d\u0430\u0441\u0442\u043e\u044f\u0449\u0438\u0435
\u0444\u0438\u0437\u0438\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0435 \u0441\u0432\u043e\u0439\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0430,
\u043f\u043e\u043c\u043e\u0433\u0430\u044e\u0449\u0438\u0435 \u0432 \u0440\u0435\u0448\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0438
\u0433\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0432\u043e\u043b\u043e\u043c\u043e\u043a
(\u0434\u043e\u043a\u0430\u0442\u0438\u0442\u044c \u044f\u0431\u043b\u043e\u043a\u043e \u043a
\u0437\u0432\u0435\u0437\u0434\u0435). \u0412 \u043a\u043e\u043d\u0446\u0435
\u043a\u0430\u0436\u0434\u043e\u0439 \u0433\u043b\u0430\u0432\u044b
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u0441\u0443\u0442\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0443\u0435\u0442 \u043d\u0435\u043a\u043e\u0435
\u043f\u043e\u0434\u043e\u0431\u0438\u0435 \u0431\u043e\u0441\u0441\u0430.
\u041d\u0435\u043a\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0440\u044b\u0435
\u0433\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0432\u043e\u043b\u043e\u043c\u043a\u0438 \u043b\u0451\u0433\u043a\u043e
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u043b\u0435\u0442\u0430\u044e\u0442\u0441\u044f, \u0430 \u043d\u0430\u0434
\u043d\u0435\u043a\u043e\u0442\u0440\u044b\u043c\u0438 \u043f\u0440\u0438\u0434\u0451\u0442\u0441\u044f
\u043f\u043e\u043f\u043e\u0442\u0435\u0442\u044c. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u0441\u0442\u0438\u043b\u0438\u0437\u043e\u0432\u0430\u043d\u0430 \u043f\u043e\u0434
\u0434\u0435\u0442\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0435 \u0440\u0438\u0441\u0443\u043d\u043a\u0438.
\u041e\u0446\u0435\u043d\u043a\u0430: \u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u043e 9\/10. The game is HARD
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+ Gameplay
+ Level up system
+ Story
+ Athmosphere
+ Graphic Style

- Some combat mechanics need improvement
- Stamina cost for roll
- Cannot interrupt attacks

EDIT:
 Another thing on the plus side
 + the developer is active and responsive to sugestions. when I read the info for this, it made it sound like included all dlc's
read fine print, doesn't include Summerset. nice dance on words
THUMBS DOWN X 2 just for that reason.
CANCELED within a few hours but don't think i can get a refund what a rip. Simple mechanics, but complex patterns. I find
myself playing this every night.

You need to pay attention to the each aircraft's performance characteristics to time departures and modify the speed of landing
aircraft. You can also send craft into a holding pattern, where you can control their direction and send them to a new runway
choice, or you can send them off the screen to ease the pressure for a small monatary loss.

I wish you could modify the speed or direction of the departing helicopters.

The game play doesn't have enough depth to interest me in purchasing other games of the series, but I am happy I purchased this
game.

. It's better than Mystery of the Mummy, but still it doesn't add up for a nice gameplay. The Silver Earring relies heavily on
dialogues. (Well, at least they improved voice acting)

After an hour of walking around and talking with some funny NPCs, I got bored eventually. There are almost no puzzles, it's
just walking and talking, walking and talking... And that's not how I want to play a puzzle game.

The Silver Earring would have been nice as a visual novel, if you ignore some technical glitches, but it's below average as a
puzzle game.

I could recommend this game only to patient old-school detective story lovers; for everyone else - there are better games in the
genre.

For example, Syberia 1 & 2 go along the same style, but are much better executed.

My overall rating 5/10.. [Edit: Nov 5] So many negative feedback! Come on guys, let's grow up. If you find this to be game
breaking, or things made easier for newbies, then you need to take it up with the developers. They also need a source of income,
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not that it was the sole reason behind my purchase, but you need to be understanding and stop whining. Besides, this is easily
purchasable for any veteran who should have enough rubies. So, stop letting the hate flow through. Heh.

----

This Zombie Auto clicker auto clicks on your game screen 10x per second and can be stacked with more auto clickers(max 40x
per second). Currently, it auto clicks only three locations: the monsters, skills, and hero leveling. But most important added
benefit is that your game window can be minimized with the Auto Clicker running! One can be more 'idle' with an Auto Clicker
while utilizing the benefits of Auto Clicker without need for it taking up your screen space. Beneficial for both beginners and
veterans.

I highly recommend this Auto Clicker for a complete beginner or if you are just starting because it will save you a lot of time
grinding seeing as one is only capable of getting 25 rubies per ascension, so, it will take at least four ascensions for you to collect
enough rubies in order to purchase an Auto Clicker which costs 100 rubies to begin with and increases. Purchasing this zombie
auto clicker will not affect the prices for in-game auto clickers.

Finally, make sure you use Juggernaut Ancient and other clicker rewarding ancients to utilize Zombie Auto Clicker to the
fullest!. Really great, shmup\/bullet hell game with great style and gameplay. Would highly recommend.

Gameplay vid:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/X7tHeYaMcjA. Typical unity indie horror game on steam, read notes that have a stuipid broken english story
while being chased at points by a guy with an axe. Really unoptimised and unintuitive. Really tired of this time of game this isnt
what horror is about. Game Tries to something like penumbra or outlast but really is just a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 slender type game.
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